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Introduction
In 1992, Bill Rees and Mathis Wackernagel published their first article on the ecological
footprint, a groundbreaking way to measure human impact on the environment. Almost 25
years later, the ecological footprint is widely used by national governments – and
municipalities, though to a lesser degree – as well as community organizations, academics
to evaluate resource use and human impact in a consistent and effective way.
The ecological footprint measures the area needed to produce the renewable resources
humans use, and to absorb their waste1. In essence, the footprint calculates how many
Planet Earths people need to provide all of the resources we consume.
Globally, humans need roughly 1.7 planets to provide the resources we consume, and to
absorb our waste. Each year, we use more resources that the planet can renew long before
December 31; in 2018, “Overshoot Day” was August 12.
It is no surprise that developed countries consume far more resources than under or
developing countries. According to the Footprint Network, Canada’s ecological footprint is
the sixth largest in the world; Canadians use 4.8 times their share of the Earth’s annual
renewable resources3. The global example can be looked at even more closely: apart from
food, the higher a Canadian’s income, the greater their ecological footprint4.
With this knowledge in hand, the need to create positive action is pressing. Our
unsustainable lifestyles are threatening not only our planet and biodiversity, but our
health, well-being, and economy. Governments at all levels know this, and are beginning
to address the issue in concrete ways. Policies, programs, and infrastructure are being
developed to encourage more active transportation, generate markets for locally
produced food, and regulate the materials we use and the way that we dispose of them.
Many governments are keen to embed change into planning and policy, but need the
support of their residents to make real change a reality. At the same time, the pressure to
change your lifestyle as an individual can be overwhelming.
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Things are changing. Since Green Bloc’s launch in 2013, new consumer trends have
emerged, moving the dial on sustainable consumption. In Vancouver, zero waste grocery
stores and cafes, like Nada and Lupii, are giving consumers accessible options to reduce
plastic and food waste. Initiatives like The Thingery and Mobi Bike Share are confirming
people’s appetite to consume less and share more. Popular media has also embraced a
lighter footprint trend. Books like The Year of Less (written by local author Cait Flanders),
and TV shows like Tidying Up with Marie Kondo have sparked worldwide conversations
around the personal and environmental impacts of consumerism.

Green Bloc Neighbourhoods
From 2013-2015, Evergreen partnered with a committed group of residents in Vancouver’s
Riley Park neighbourhood to create Project Green Bloc, a neighbourhood-based program
inspired by the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan (GCAP). GCAP’s Lighter
Footprint Goal aims to “engage and support residents, businesses, non-profits, and other
community members to work together to create diverse lighter footprint solutions.”5 Led
by Jim Boothroyd, neighbourhood champion, over 50 households directly participated in
Project Green Bloc, measuring their ecological
footprints, taking part in skills-building workshops,
and creating physical neighbourhood projects that
enhanced their neighbourhood and promoted
sustainable living. A further 50 households took part
in Project Green Bloc activities, including
neighbourhood block parties and design charettes.
In 2016, Evergreen partnered with the Whistler Centre
for Sustainability and SFU Public Square to redesign
Project Green Bloc into a one year project,
incorporating the same engagement model and
ecological footprint focus. Rebranded as Green Bloc
Neighbourhoods: Vancouver, the project was
launched in early 2017.
The goals of Green Bloc Neighbourhoods are to:
1. Reduce ecological footprints and per capita consumption by 15% (apx. 20
households per neighbourhood);
2. Broadly enable individual and community-level action for long-term reduction of
ecological footprints by enhancing social capital and community partnerships.
Four Vancouver neighbourhoods took part in the first round of Green Bloc
Neighbourhoods: the West End, Dunbar-Southlands, Kensington-Cedar Cottage, and South
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Cambie. Following a successful year of programming, two more neighbourhoods were
engaged in 2018-2019: Sunset and Hastings-Sunrise.
Green Bloc Neighbourhoods features four main components:
1. Measurement of household and neighbourhood ecological footprints
2. Facilitated community dialogue and action-focused discussions
3. Collaborative local greening and sustainability initiatives
4. Activities to build community cohesion and social inclusion
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2018-2019 Neighbourhood Profiles
HASTINGS-SUNRISE
Located in the City of Vancouver’s North-East, Hastings-Sunrise is rapidly changing. Home
to the Pacific National Exhibition and New Brighton Park, the neighbourhood is
experiencing the rapid development of new condo and rental housing.
The neighbourhood is diverse, with residents reporting speaking Cantonese, Vietnamese,
and Mandarin at home. There is also a significant Italian population, which is not surprising,
given the proximity to Vancouver’s Little Italy neighbourhood on Commercial Drive6.
Hastings-Sunrise Green Bloc participants are more likely to live in smaller homes than
average participants; housing types include basement suites, low-rise apartments,
townhouses, and coach houses. More participants rent their homes than other Green Bloc
Neighbourhoods, and most own one, or no, car.

SUNSET
Sunset, or South Hill, is located in the south of Vancouver. It contains many amenities,
including Langara Golf Course, and Langara College. Only 50% of residents report English
as their dominant language, much lower than the Vancouver average of 66.4%. Many
residents speak Cantonese or Punjabi as their first languages7. Indeed, Sunset is the IndoCanadian hub of Vancouver.
Green Bloc participants are primarily single-family home owners, and many own two or
more cars. However, although they own bigger homes and more cars, their ecological
footprints are lower than the City of Vancouver average.

SOUTH CAMBIE
Just across Cambie Street from the first Green Bloc Neighbourhood, South Cambie sits
between Cambie and Oak Streets, and includes BC Children’s and Women’s Hospitals.
South Cambie joined Green Bloc Neighbourhoods in the 2017 cohort, and quickly focused
on Braemar Park as a neighbourhood asset they wanted to enhance. While nearby Douglas
Park has a community centre and playground, Braemar Park is primarily used for sports.
Neighbours decided to plan a community garden, and received funding from the Parks
Board’s Neighbourhood Matching Fund. In 2018, South Cambie was re-engaged as a
‘legacy’ neighbourhood, and received ongoing support from Evergreen staff.
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South Cambie Green Bloc participants primarily own their homes, but younger participants
tend to rent basement suites in the neighbourhood. The neighbourhood is transit-friendly,
sitting on the Canada Line, but most households still own at least one car.

Actions
APPLICATION
To select neighbourhoods, interested participants were asked to apply through Green
Bloc’s website. In order to qualify, a neighbourhood was required to have 2-3 community
champions, who would steward the project in their neighbourhoods and take on the
recruitment of, and communication with, other community members. Potential applicants
also had to have 20+ households signed up to participate, each of whom had to agree to
take part in the initial ecological footprint survey and dialogues.
Four neighbourhoods expressed initial interest in participating, and two completed the full
application process, and were accepted. While the Hastings-Sunrise neighbourhood was
short of the 20 household sign up goal, it was decided to accept them anyway, in order to
move forward with two neighbourhoods.

DIALOGUES
To kick off Green Bloc, an introductory dialogue was held, with participants from both
Sunset and Hastings-Sunrise neighbourhoods. Dr. Jennie Moore presented an overview of
the ecological footprint concept, and answered participants’ specific questions about the
footprint and how their lifestyle contributed to their impact. Attendees were also
introduced to the ecological footprint survey, which would take place between the first
and second dialogues.
The second and third dialogues were held
separately. In the second dialogue, each
neighbourhood was presented with their
collective ecological footprints, and top
actions for reducing their footprints were
brainstormed. Participants went through an
asset mapping exercise, and identified
potential community partners and projects
they would like to see in their
neighbourhoods. In the third dialogue, those
ideas were turned to actions, with each neighbourhood creating an action plan, complete
with legacy project proposal and lighter living workshop ideas.
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Some top ideas from both neighbourhoods included:

» Creating more pollinator habitat and hosting public information sessions on
pollinators

» Bike repair and bike commuter skills
» Neighbourhood food share and vegetarian cooking classes
» Zero waste workshops
» Neighbourhood sharing library
The dialogues helped create a sense of community, and create common goals amongst
participants who may not have previously known each other.
While not part of the official dialogue
schedule, it was decided, with support
from
the
City
of
Vancouver’s
Sustainability Group, to hold a
Celebration Event in September 2018.
The event brought together participants
from
all
seven
Green
Bloc
Neighbourhoods, and featured a panel
discussion with champions from the
alumni Neighbourhoods. This was the
first opportunity for participants to meet one another, and share lessons learned and best
practices.

MEASUREMENT – ESTABLISHING A BASELINE
In 2013, Dr. Jennie Moore and Cornelia Sussman developed a household ecological
footprint tool for Evergreen, based on their city tool used by the City of Vancouver.
Evergreen has used this tool in each Green Bloc Neighbourhood, with slight adjustments.
Participants are required to fill out an email survey for seven consecutive days. The survey
includes one-time only questions on building metrics, annual energy use, and annual air
travel. During each subsequent day, participants are asked to input their daily household
travel – by vehicle, transit, or active transportation – personal food consumption, and, once
a week, their garbage and recycling by weight.
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In Hastings-Sunrise, 10 people
completed the survey, while in
Sunset, 15 people completed it.
Volunteers used an Excel template,
updated by Dr. Moore, to calculate
the total global hectares and Planet
Earths needed to maintain each
participant’s lifestyle. Results were
calculated anonymously, and shared
with each participant in infographics.
Individual results varied, from 1.2 to
3.5 Planet Earths. The average for
each neighbourhood was also calculated – that average set the baseline for the 15%
reduction goal. For South Cambie residents, who took part in the survey in the Spring of
2017 and 2018, the goal was a further 5% reduction.
Neighbourhood

2018 Footprint

Goal

Hastings-Sunrise

4.58 gha

3.89 gha

Sunset

3.52 gha

2.99 gha

South Cambie

2.67 gha

2.54 gha

WORKSHOPS
After designing their action plans, a series
of skills-building and knowledge-sharing
workshops were scheduled in late 2018
and early 2019.
The Sunset neighbourhood had clearly
identified pollinator awareness and
increasing pollinator habitat as a priority.
One neighbour, Sonja, led 13 participants
through a DIY Beeswax Wrap session;
beeswax wraps are a sustainable
alternative to plastic wrap. Using
beeswax pellets, parchment paper,
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cotton fabric scraps, and an iron, each participant was able to take home a number of
wraps to use in their kitchen.
In February, local bee expert Brian Campbell facilitated a session on backyard pollinators.
19 neighbours attended, and asked questions such as how to create productive habitat for
pollinators, what kinds of pollinators live in Vancouver, and how to engage other
community members in establishing pollinator-friendly yards. At the end of the workshop,
a planning session for their pollinator-friendly legacy project was held.
In Hastings-Sunrise neighbours had identified zero waste homes as a priority. In March, Kim
from Nada Grocery led a workshop on Zero Waste DIY products, including dishwasher
detergent and tooth powder, a zero packaging alternative to toothpaste.

Following these workshops, participants reported:
Did you learn something new today?

Yes – 100%

Will you use something that you learned Yes – 100%
today at home?
I understand how what I learned today Strongly agree – 87%
can help reduce my ecological footprint
Agree – 13%
I was able to meet or connect with my Strongly agree – 68%
neighbours through the workshop
Agree – 26%

LEGACY PROJECTS
Each Green Bloc Neighbourhood is given
$1000 towards the development of a
‘legacy’ project. No formal requirements
for the projects are given; the goal is for the
project to last beyond formal participation
in Green Bloc, and for it to contribute to
create collective action in the community.
Past Green Bloc Neighbourhood legacy
projects include community gardens,
gathering spaces in parks, and street
murals.
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Sunset decided to connect multiple community amenities through a Pollinator Pathway.
They received funding from the City of Vancouver Parks Board’s Neighbourhood Matching
Fund, which provides communities with funding for creative improvements in public
spaces. Beginning at the new Sunset Park community garden, plantings of pollinatorfriendly plants are planned for Prince Edward St. to MacDonald Park, and then along 45th
Ave to Memorial Park. Residents who maintain green spaces along 47th Ave, through the
City’s Green Streets Program, will also receive seeds to plant. The pathway will be marked
by artistic and information signage, including a mural planned for the community garden.
Educational events are planned throughout the summer, and will incorporate local bee
experts and student projects.
The Sunset neighbourhood is also working on a community garden. Although not directly
supported through Green Bloc, planning sessions for the garden were held in tandem with
Pollinator Pathway meetings, and many of the Green Bloc group are active in the garden
planning.
Several planning sessions were held for the South Cambie communal garden, which
received funding through the Neighbourhood Matching Fund in December 2017. Due to
delays within the Parks Board, construction of the garden is not planned until Spring 2019.
Due to a lack of uptake amongst HastingsSunrise participants, the neighbourhood
champions decided to withdraw from
stewarding the project, and no legacy
project was agreed upon. Instead, the
$1000 allocated to Hastings-Sunrise was
redistributed to Green Bloc’s ‘legacy’
neighbourhoods, including the West End,
Riley Park, Kensington-Cedar Cottage, and
Dunbar-Southlands. The funds will go
towards projects happening in 2019,
including a community garden, zero waste block party, public piano, and active
transportation block party.

MEASUREMENT – RESULTS
The final survey was administered in March of 2019. 16 households took part in the survey.
To accurately calculate any reduction or increase, only the data from participants who
took part in both the 2018 and 2019 surveys was used.
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Neighbourhood

2018 Footprint

2019 Goal

2019 Footprint

Hastings-Sunrise

4.58 gha

3.89 gha

4.43 gha

Sunset

3.52 gha

2.99 gha

3.08 gha

South Cambie

2.67 gha

2.54 gha

1.80 gha

Participants were also asked several qualitative questions:
How connected do you feel Very connected – 36%
to your neighbours?
Connected – 36%
How connected to you feel Very connected – 40%
to
your
Connected – 40%
neighbourhood/community?
Has your understanding of Yes, I feel comfortable explaining the ecological
the ecological footprint footprint to others – 36%
increased after participating
Moderately, I am familiar with the concept – 64%
in Green Bloc?
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Participants identified behaviour changes that they had made after participating in Green
Bloc, including switching from disposable to reuseable products, reducing plastic waste,
and an increased interest in growing food. Everyone who responded indicated that they
planned on continuing these changes after the program ended.

What’s Next
Building on five years of programming,
Green
Bloc
Neighbourhoods
has
empowered residents in seven Vancouver
neighbourhoods to take personal and
community action on ecological footprint
reduction, inspiring new social norms. But,
we know through community feedback and
conversations with key community
partners that there is opportunity for Green
Bloc to adapt, grow, and ensure continuous
improvement to scale impact - out, up and
deep. A new Green Bloc Network will connect new and former Green Bloc Neighbourhoods
through workshops and events that will allow neighbourhood changemakers to come
together, learn from one another, and establish common ground for collaboration. The
proposed Network will directly engage Vancouver residents in a city-wide network focused
on knowledge-sharing, effective collaboration and partnership building to spark
innovative citizen-led action influencing new social norms on carbon & ecological
footprint reduction that can help to move the needle on climate change.

Footnotes
“Footprint Basics,” Global Footprint Network, 2015, http://www.
footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/page/footprint_basics_ overview/.
2
“Past Earth Overshoot Days,” Global Footprint Network, 2019,
https://www.overshootday.org/newsroom/past-earth-overshoot-days/.
3
2018 Global Footprint Network. National Footprint Accounts, 2018 Edition.
4
Hugh Mackenzie, Hans Messinger and Rick Smith, “Size Matters: Canada’s Ecological Footprint, by
Income,” (Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, 2008), 22.
5
“Greenest City 2020 Action Plan” (City of Vancouver, 2012), 49.
6
“East Village Neighbourhood Overview,” Bizmap, 2019,
https://www.bizmap.ca/neighbourhood/vancouver/east-village/.
7
“South Hill Neighbourhood Overview,” Bizmap, 2019,
https://www.bizmap.ca/neighbourhood/vancouver/east-village/.
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Recommendations
1. Many neighbourhoods are interested in installing community assets, like little libraries
or community bulletin boards. The current permit process is a barrier: it takes a lot of
time, can be expensive, and often residents don’t know where to begin.

Working from plans that have already been approved in the community,
the City of Vancouver should create a set of standardized plans and
templates for residents and community groups interested in starting a
project in their neighbourhood. If residents work within the templates and
specs provided by the City, no permit should be needed.
2. When neighbourhoods or communities want to create community projects or host
neighbourhood events, navigating the City’s process can be daunting, and is often a
barrier to increased community participation.

Create, within the City of Vancouver, a Neighbourhood Liaison staff
position. This person will work in tandem with all departments that
administer grants to community groups or individuals, including the
Sustainability Group, Parks Board, and Viva Vancouver. The
Neighbourhood Liaison will be the first point of contact for residents or
groups looking for information on activating spaces in their
neighbourhoods and creating community projects, and will help them
navigate City bureaucracy while implementing their projects.
3. Community members often relied on Evergreen staff to handle communication with the
City and other community partners. Outside of Green Bloc Neighbourhoods, many
residents of Vancouver are interested in getting involved in their neighbourhoods, but
may feel they lack the skills or capacity to do so.

The City of Vancouver, partnering with stakeholder community
organizations, such as CityStudio and community centres, should create a
training series and network that provides neighbours and interested
individuals with the tools to lead community projects.
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PROJECT SUPPORTERS
Vancity enviroFund – The Vancity enviroFund’s focus from 2018-2022 is to support lighter
living initiatives that encourage communities to live lighter and gain more of what matters
- more time for ourselves and for connecting with others and our natural world, quality
long-lasting goods, affordable lives, service to our communities, health, security and
wellbeing.
Sitka Foundation – The Sitka Foundation is a catalyst in the protection of the environment
and promotion of biodiversity. They support land and ocean conservation, scientific
research on nature and the environment, education on the importance of a healthy
environment, and public policy on ways to preserve and protect our environment.
United Nations Association in Canada – UNA-Canada’s Canada Green Corps is an
innovative new youth employment programme designed to bridge talented, yet un- and
underemployed, Canadian youth to meaningful employment to ignite Canada’s green
economy.
City of Vancouver Sustainability Group – The Sustainability Group provided support for the
Green Bloc Celebration event, and have provided invaluable advice in project design.
Natural Resources Canada Green Jobs Fund – The Green Jobs Fund helps young Canadians
get started in a green career.
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Neighbourhood Matching Fund - The Neighbourhood Matching Fund supports projects by
neighbourhood-based not-for-profit groups such as community centre associations or
neighbourhood houses who want to make creative improvements to local public lands.
Eligible projects must actively involve the community and build neighbourhood
connections. NMF is supporting multiple Green Bloc projects in the West End, South
Cambie, Dunbar-Southlands, Kensington-Cedar Cottage, and Sunset.
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Collaborating with communities to realize the Greenest City Lighter Footprint goal:
Evergreen with support from
Vancity and the Sitka Foundation.

greenbloc@lighterfootprint.ca
twitter.com/green_bloc
facebook.com/GreenBlocNeighbourhoods
instagram.com/green.bloc

www.GreenBloc.LighterFootprint.ca
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